[Rehabilitation of deafness in the elderly: multidisciplinary intervention in experimental university center].
The loss of hearing abilities can be seen as a complex event because psychological discomfort and relational inhibitions interact and lead to behaviours and attitudes which are insidious and dangerous for the quality of life of the patient. The complexity of the psychological-organic inconvenience, such as impairement disability and handicap led to the testing of recovery patterns. In this specific context interventions coming from different fields sustained from a complex operative model where different professional competences and evaluation processes interact. Therapeutic interventions have been carried out by an audiologist, an audiometrist, a speech therapist, an audioprostethist and a psychologist, all sharing the obtaining of the same result. The role of the audiologist is simply clinical and concerns the knowledge of the entire process of rehabilitation through the use of a prosthesis. This process concerns the audiologist, who operates in close collaboration with the audiometrist and the audioprosthesist: it is therefore a therapeutic activity that is interested mainly in the prescription of the prosthesis and the restoring of the communicative function. The speech therapist and the psychologist carry their interventions through a relationship with the patient, which places the respect of the patient's personality before any other procedural and technical aspect. Therefore they pay attention more to ergonomic factors than to the hearing loss, through the obtaining of the patient's self-confidence and of a better general psychological situation. Therefore the main purpose of each intervention is to create a process of rehabilitation aimed at restoring the communicative functions and the individual motivation in trying to do so both in the domestic and in the social environment. The authors refer the experience and the informations put together during three years of research activity. The results of the therapeutic intervention have brought to the acceptance of the prosthesis help, the adaptation to amplification, the reduction of the subjective and relational uneasiness for the use of prosthesis, the use of the prosthesis, the reintroduction to the world of sounds, the restoring of levels of autonomy and of self-estime, the discover of eventual abilities, which had never been used or underestimated, the reactivation of more rewarding social relationships and the reduction of the conditions of dependency related to the hearing disability.